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Redefining Play



PLAY AROUND THE GLOBE

NORTH AMERICA
Fishermans Wharf | AK
Diamond Center | AK
Chase Field | AR
Westfield Century City | CA
Del Amo Fashion Center | CA
Outlets Outlets at Tejon | CA
Westfield LAX | CA
Woodbury Town Center | CA
Friendship Square | CA
Lake Hollywood Park | CA
Cherry Creek Shopping Center | CO
Southwest Plaza | CO
CCoors Field | CO
Paul Derda Rec Center | CO
Children's Hospital | CO
Volusia Mall | FL
Florida Aquarium | FL
Sanford | FL
Legoland | FL
TThe Pavilion at Port Orange | FL
Wailuku Playground | HI
Prince Kuhio | HI
St. Luke's Mtn States Tumor Inst. | ID
Carmel Clay Water Creek | IN
Wichita Eisenhower Airport | KS
The Topeka Rescue Mission | KS
LLogan International Airport | MA
Elkton | MI
The Mall at Partridge Park | MI
Twelve Oaks Shopping Center | MI
Westfield Garden State Plaza | NJ
Mill Creek Park | NJ
Yankees Stadium | NY
Ohio Ohio Valley Mall | OH
Polaris Fashion Place | OH
Sonic Drive-In | OK
Logan Valley Mall | PE
Monroeville Mall | PE

  

Multiplaza | PA
Galerias Santa Anita | MX
Galerias Laguna Torreon Mall | MX
Oasis Coyoacan | MX
Parque Duraznos | MX
Torre Manacar | MX

SOUTH AMERICASOUTH AMERICA

Riocentro Norte | EC
Pisos Trujillo Mall | PE
Las Condes City Park | CL
Costanera Center | CL
Parque Arauco | CL

EUROPE
SSt. Enoch’s Centre | UK
Ilford Shopping Centre | UK
Marlowes Shopping Centre | UK
Eurovea | SK
Wijnegem Shopping Centre | BE
Hines Outlet Village | RU
MEGA Teply Stan | RU
Detskiy Mir | RUDetskiy Mir | RU
MEGA Belaya Dacha | RU
Kontinent Mall | RU
MEGA Ekaterinburg | RU
Zeleno Park  | RU
Lalandia Waterpark | DK
Wiegand-Maelzer | DEU
InInter IKEA Avion Shopping Ctr. | CZ
Kanyon Shopping Center | TR

MIDDLE EAST
Cinepolis | BH
Al Murooj Sports Center | SA
Discovery Center | KW
Kuwait Village | KW
Abu Dhabi Airport | UAE
IMG IMG Worlds of Adventure | UAE

AFRICA
Mall of Africa | ZA

ASIA
Lotte World | KR
Eun Pyung | KR
Everland | KR
PPearl Dental Clinic | JP
Seven & I Holdings | JP
RiM Shopping Center | JP
AEON Mall | JP
Pondok Indah Mall | ID
Virtuous Retail Bengaluru | IN
Rio Carnival | CN
EON EON Time | CN
Beijing Airport | CN
Northpoint Shopping Ctr. | SG
Safra Toa Payoh | SG
Taipa Central Park | MO

OCEANIA
Cranbourne Park | AU
GGreensborough Plaza | AU
Eastland Shopping Center | AU
AMP Macquarie Centre | AU
Westfield Kotara | AU
Perth Airport | AU

(HERE’S JUST A FEW OF THE LOCATIONS WE MADE PLAY HAPPEN.)

Hershey Water Works | PE
The Crayola Experience | PE
Magnolia Mall | SC
Ocean Lakes Campground  | SC
Carowinds Carolina Harbor | SC
Shipwreck Cove Water Park | SC
GGalleria Dallas | TX
Memorial City Mall | TX
The Shops at Willow Bend | TX
Typhoon Texas | TX
City Creek Center | UT
Washington Dulles Airport | VA
Lake Sammamish State Park | WA
OOverlake Christian Church | WA
YMCA Kettle Moraine | WI

Prince Rupert Air Terminal | BC
Tsawwassen Mills | BC
Elkhorn Resort | MB
Edmonton International Airport | AB

CENTRAL AMERICA
MultiplazaMultiplaza  | SV
Metro Centro | SV
Metro Centro | NE
Cascadas Mall | HM
Miraflores Shopping Center | GT
Naranjo Mall | GT
Oakland Mall | GT
PPortales Mall | GT
Arkadia Mall | GT
Acropolis Mall | DR
Lincoln Plaza | CR

  



WE  DESIGN
WE  BUILD
WE  DELIVER
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Just a few of our design capabilities:

• AutoCAD
• 3ds Max
• Z Brush
• Maya
• Photoshop
•• InDesign
• Illustrator

PLAYTIME is a Creative and Design agency 
innovating the world of play one project at a 
time. Our talented designers push the bounds 
of what’s possible, helping to transform spaces 
and spark imaginations around the world. They 
do this with a range of tools and skills from 
detailed hand ddetailed hand drawing to 3D modeling and 
rendering. 



Better by Design
Our creative team includes industrial, graphic, and interior designers; 3D artists and illustrators all 
with a unique ability to bring your vision to life through distinctive ideation and creative execution. 
With unparalleled talent and the latest in technological resources, the PLAYTIME design team offers 
design solutions to transform any space into a high value entertainment setting.

Need ideas to spark your imagination? PLAYTIME clients are able to access our massive library of 
pre-designed elements and environments.
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Better…By Design

Design with Safety in Mind

PLAYTIME’s creative team values precision and 
safety in every design. We design with focus and 
intention to ensure that every project meets the 
highest safety standards and requirements. This 
allows us to develop immersive play areas that are 
susure to last and provide meaningful experiences to 
children and families for years to come.
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With decades of combined fabrication and hands-on experience, the PLAYTIME team is dedicated to keeping 
costs low and quality high – every step of the way.  Whether we are creating a total design-build entertainment
environment or a single element, we work with our customers to see a project’s vision become a realized 
completion.  From concept to completion we’re committed to providing a successful outcome.



Bringing Imagination to Life

Just a few of our build capabilities:

• Sculpt
• Fiberglass
• Foam
• Paint
• Carpentry

• Metalworks
• Mold Creation
• CNC Machine
• FROGWire 3D Cutting
• HDPE Products

We work with owners, managers, technical support personnel, architects, building designers, interior 
designers, contractors, general contractors, art directors, project managers, purchasers for theme 
parks, themed restaurants, hotels, shopping centers, family entertainment centers, sports centers, 
museums, learning centers, zoos, aquariums, advertising agencies, leisure industry businesses, trade 
show managers, and anyone who wants to turn a dream into a reality.
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The production process for PLAYTIME elements is meticulous and calculated. Our artisans are masters 
of their respected crafts and our important system of checks and balances ensures that each piece is 
constructed to perfection. With over 100 years of combined experience in their fields, our team produces 
exceptional quality work that lasts for years.

Crafted to Perfection



Pack &
Ship

Finish &
Assemble

Order
Received

FiberglassSculpt PaintCoatSet Up
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Dedicated Installation Team
PLAYTIME uses well-established methodologies and leading concepts and practices to ensure your 
themed experience is installed on time, within budget, and the way you imagined. Our project 
management team, with high quality skills and experience, directs the entire process from initial 
planning and design to installation.



PLAYTIME’s experienced installation team has 
traveled all over the world installing play areas 
on six continents. Our trained and skilled 
installation technicians deliver and assemble 
the complete play area ensuring its longevity, 
warranty, and safety of the end user. The 
ininstallation team is adept in managing new 
projects as well as reconfigurations of new 
play elements, incorporating existing with new.

Just a few of our installation capabilities:

• Dedicated Project Management Team
• Pre-Installation Planning
• Installation
• Inspection
• Air and Freight Shipping
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Delivering on 
Our Promise

With 6 Certified Playground Safety 
Instructors on our team, we are confident 
that every design delivers the best and 
safest experience PLAYTIME has to offer. 
FFrom single elements to 8,000 square 
foot play areas we treat every project 
with the same level of respect and 
attention to detail. 
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We are never more fully alive, more completely 
ourselves, or more deeply engrossed in anything 
than when we are playing.” – Charles Schafer



Advancing the Power of PLAY
The customer experience is changing. PLAYTIME is adapting and changing along with it to stay on the 
forefront of innovative play. We are advancing the power of play through the use of unique and creative
designs to spur curiosity and adventure in a way that can benefit all facets of childhood development. 
Our investment in new technology and continuous efforts to push the bounds of immersive 
entertainment provides a safe, designated place for children to unleash their huge imaginations.
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THE MARKETS WE PLAY IN
PLAYTIME helps increase visitors by creating entertainment destinations proven to 
differentiate the overall experience from your competitors, attract a primary customer 
demographic, increase customer visit frequency, and encourage more dwell time per visit. 
We achieve this through a turn key process from collaborative custom design to full build-
out of unique and innovative play areas completely appropriate for your location.

INDOOR

P19

OUTDOOR

P49

WATER

P73
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Mall of America 
Nickelodeon Universe

Location: Minneapolis, MN
Theme: Paw Patrol Adventure Bay
Year: 2018

Based on Nickelodeon’s top-rated animated preschool 
series, the series, the Paw Patrol Adventure Bay attraction 
transports guests into a fun, creative play environment. 
Through the PLAYTIME design, visitors are able to 
help Chase, Marshall, and all their friends recreate 
Paw Patrol missions around many of the familiar sites 
of Adventure Bay. The paw-themed attraction is the 
perfect addition to the Nickelodeon Universe 
sstandalone theme park found inside of Mall of America.
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Theming – The world of Adventure Bay
comes to life with a design that
incorporates familiar elements from the 
popular children’s animated series. 

IP – Licensed characters from the Paw Patrol animated series 
were designed, sculpted, and painted to meet Nickelodeon’s 
brand requirements.



Towers – Three unique, multi-level tower structures create an 
immersive environment and include slides, netting, and other 
exciting activity features. 

Reactions Interactive Panels – Two energetic game 
options test physical and mental agility.
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Westfield Garden 
State Plaza

Location: Paramus, NJ
Theme: Jersey Shore
Year: 2017

The play area at Westfield Garden State Plaza recalls summers at the 
shore, with boardwalk-themed signage, wall surrounds, and columns 
wrapped to resemble piers. PLAYTIME used soft flooring designed to 
look like sand dunes and grass, with room for running, jumping, and 
climbing. There are many activities for kids from toddler to pre-teen, 
including a ferris wheel graphic featuring digital interactive games 
and a and a wall of colorful badges that illuminate when kids touch them. 

27

Berms – These pre-fabricated undulating 
surfaces promote unstructured, free-form 
play within a supervised play space 

IP –  Licensed characters from Amazon’s 
Tumble Leaf animated series were created 
as part of a brand sponsorship.



Netting – The first of its kind in an 
indoor setting, this organic structure 
is built entirely with netting and not 
supported by beams or poles.

Digital Interactives – 
Virtual aquariums placed 
throughout the play area 
react when someone 
waves their hand or body 
in front of them.
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Submarine Slide – This 
extraordinary slide offers an 
exciting way to get from one 
floor to another in order to
continue exploring the enchanted 
under the sea kingdom. 

Building Blocks – The dedicated toddler area features 
blocks of all shapes and sizes, allowing young ones to 
use their imagination and motor skills.

Immersive Environment – Hanging elements, 
specially designed safety flooring, and hand 
sculpted play elements create a memorable 
destination. 



Lotte World

Location: Eun-Pyung
Theme: Under the Sea Adventure
Year: 2016

PLAYTIME turned an 8,180 square foot space inside a 
shopping center into an under the sea themed indoor 
ffantasy land. As part of the project, PLAYTIME executed 
a large custom themed indoor submarine slide that 
transports customers from the 4th to 3rd floor inside 
the theme park. This ticketed attraction area has helped 
increase shopping center footfall while expanding the 
customer demographic to families with young children.

Pirate Themed Contained Play Tower – This immersive tower 
structure is uniquely themed to provide a sense of adventure 
within the overall theme.
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Wall Interactives – Engaging activities 
that appeal to older children while
impacting cognitive development.  

Theming – Recognizing and utilizing each 
unique space allowed for a creative way to 
bring a tree to life.



Del Amo Fashion Square

Location: Torrance, CA
Theme: Woodland
Year: 2016

Del Amo Fashion Center, in partnership with Children’s 
Hospital Los Angeles, opened a new play area where 
ffamilies can take their young ones for some downtime. 
PLAYTIME used the unique space available to build an 
immersive woodland theme that includes seating and 
interactive games with activities. Included in the design 
is a ball machine and a butterfly wall that encourages 
kids to experiment with the concept of cause and effect.

Abstract Shapes – This design
included abstract shapes to 
appeal to a child’s imagination 
and encourage more free-form 
play.

Escalator Space – Using the space around one of
the escalators provides a location that stands out 
without disrupting customer traffic patterns.
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Burger King

Location: Heber City, UT
Theme: Prehistoric
Year: 2018

PLAYTIME's innovative design team created a fun, interactive play 
system that promotes imaginative, healthy play. An easy access 
play tower, parent visibility, and interactive elements created a 
memorable experience for families in Heber City, UT. 
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Semi-Realistic Design – 
The dinosaur play elements
incorporate realistic features 
with more virtual color and 
paint details.



Cherry Creek Shopping Center

Location: Denver, CO
Theme: Prehistoric
Year: 2015

Dinosaur Gulch children’s play area was introduced at Cherry Creek Shopping 
Center to encourage interest in nature and science. This immersive experience 
ffeatures a dinosaur-themed PLAYTIME play area created alongside paleontologists 
and curators from the Denver Museum of Nature & Science. PLAYTIME’s artists 
worked closely with the museum’s experts to create dinosaurs that were based 
on reality while remaining kid-friendly.

Brand awareness was built for the 
Denver Museum of Nature & Science 
through PLAYTIME's sponsorship 
opportunity offerings.

Entrance Archway –  
This custom designed
archway created 
valuable brand 
awareness at entry 
and exit points of the 
high thigh traffic play area.
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Tree Tower - The tree tower 
includes a traditional slide, 
tunnel, and web climber.

Blindle Blocks - Blindle 
Blocks are a modernized 
twist on traditional 
building blocks.



Louisville Recreation Center

Location: Louisville, CO
Theme: Woodland
Year: 2018

The Louisville Recreation Center play area features a 
colorful array of stylized elements along with a custom 
designed tdesigned tree tower. The innovative hybrid turf climber 
showcases a new turf lining and wood slats exterior, 
providing a unique sensory experience. The full-wrap 
wall murals, custom carpet design, and hanging 
elements set the scene for an enchanting woodland 
experience. 
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27

Tower Activities - The Mondo tower 
features an overhead spinner, 
vertical maze panels, sit-n-spins, a 
crawl through panel, and 3 activity 
panels. Brio tables include a network of full spectrum 

LED's, bio-responsive sensors, and a wide 
variety of animated light programs.



McDonalds

Location: Parker, CO 
Theme: Active
Year: 2018

The play area at the Parker, Colorado McDonald’s restaurant 
is designed to nurture a child’s imagination, promote healthy 
risk taking, and encourage physical development. The Mondo 
tower features obstacles and activities as well as a 3rd to 1st 
level slide. Accompanying Morph elements provide additional 
opportunities for children to engage cognitive growth. 
PLPLAYTIME's anti-bacterial coating reduces the risk of spreading 
germs, making our soft foam elements the perfect addition to 
any restaurant.
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Digital Interactives – The Ucreate digital art panel offers 
creative and imaginative children’s games with a playful
modern design.

Functional Seating – Built in shoe cubbies and power 
outlets allow parents to organize and recharge while 
enjoying comfortable seating.



Burbank Town Center

Location: Burbank, CA
Theme: Paint
Year: 2018

PLAYTIME worked with Burbank Town Center to 
turn a narrow spot of unused space into a colorful, 
artiartistic play area that greets families as they enter 
the mall. Designed with abstract paint climbers 
and slides, children are able to run, jump, and 
crawl through this unique space while parents 
can sit and observe from the comfortable seating 
that surrounds the area.

Photo Op – Paint wings provide 
opportunity to take a picture in the 
play area and share it via social media 
channels.   

Unique Space Design – Even with a narrow corridor, 
PLAYTIME designers came up with a concept that 
allowed kids to run, jump, and climb.
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Wall Mural – Hand painted wall murals 
represent the local Colorado landscape 
and help promote an immersive 
environment.   

Longs Peak – A miniature model of 
one of Colorado’s famous peaks 
offers kids a safe play element to 
climb, crawl, and jump.



Paul Derda Rec Center

Location: Broomfield, CO
Theme: Woodland
Year: 2016

The indoor playground at the Paul 
Derda Recreation Center, sees up to 
400 visi400 visitors a day. The design has a 
woodland theme with wildlife, a canoe,
a tunnel featuring a bear sleeping on a 
log, and soft safety flooring with 
interactive sound elements. The design 
is meant to be fun for young children, 
but was also made of materials that 
hhave anti-bacterial properties and are 
easy to clean.

Custom Tower – Hand sculpted animal 
heads and a rock climbing wall make the 
contained play tower the focal point of 
the play area.
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Traffic Control Tower – Children can 
crawl, climb, and slide down the 15 ft. 
tower that also provides a memorable 
landmark within the terminal.



Washington Dulles International 
Airport

Location: Dulles, VA
Theme: Flight
Year: 2016

PLAYTIME and Dulles International Airport proudly teamed up 
with Nwith NASA to bring traveling tots a fun and exciting play area 
located in Concourse B, near gate B70. Here, children can enjoy 
exciting interactive game displays, slide down through “Tommy 
Tower,” and climb aboard “Supersonic Jet” and “Hyperwing.”

Entrance Greeter – 
Custom designed entrance 
greeter offers a creative way 
for parents and children to 
understand the rules and 
safety regulations of the 
plplay area.

Signage – NASA sponsored 
signage reinforces the brand 
leading to increased brand recall.   
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The Learning 
Experience

Location: United States
Theme: Make Believe 
     Boulevard

PLAYTIME has partnered with The Learning Experience to provide the 
Make Believe Boulevard to its locations across the United States. With 
the help of our colorful building facades, children are transported to 
their own world where they can explore their imaginations and role-play 
any number of careers. 
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Ramp Walk – Supported by a 
surrounding netting structure, this 
unique ramp walk provides kids a 
challenging yet safe way to get from 
the bottom to the top of the tower.   

Slide – The 17ft high stainless steel slide twists 
through the design giving kids a fun way to 
exit the tower.



Innovative 
Shopping 
Center Design

Location: In Development
Theme: Bear Lookout Tower
Year: 2019

WWhile some shopping centers 
are undergoing dramatic 
changes, others are simply 
adapting to evolving lifestyles 
by becoming entertainment 
destinations. PLAYTIME is 
leveraging the power of 
eexperience and innovative 
design structures to shape 
customer journey paths 
and create new value for 
shopping center customers.

Bear Climber – Children can climb up and down inside the 
16’ bear. 
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Wood Slat Play Structure - This tree structure 
features a bold color scheme, a crawl through 
tunnel and window, complete with illuminated 
fireflies on the side.



Wijnegem Shopping Center

Location: Wijnegem, Belgium
Theme: Farm, Garden
Year: 2018

PLAYTIME installed two immersive play areas inside Wijnegem Shopping Center. Both play areas 
feature enchanting, colorful elements, multiple interactive games, and custom designed play 
sstructures. These destination attractions provide families an opportunity to enjoy the shopping 
experience together.
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Pick & Play Featuring Toonies

Themed Stylized Elements ready for any area

Pick & Play featuring Toonies is the latest creation from the imaginative designers, 
sculptors, and painters at PLAYTIME. Pick & Play makes it simple to find a play area 
that is right for you by providing a shorter lead time, flexibility, and affordability. 
These pre-designed play areas come in 6 sizes and 5 themes and deliver a unique, 
immersiimmersive experience. 

   SHORTER LEAD TIME      FLEXIBILTY        AFFORDABILITY
   Elements are stocked,       Choose from a      Perfect for locations
   ready to ship            variety of themes     with small spaces
                                        and limited budgets 

  JUNGLE                    AQUATIC                 WOODLAND              MONSTER                GARDEN
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Mandurah Forum

Location: Mandurah, Australia
Theme: Ocean Adventure
Year: 2018

At Mandurah Forum you will find a colorful, fun, and engaging 
coastal themed playground that pays homage to the local Australian 
landscape. There are two separate, fully enclosed outdoor play areas; 
with the main attraction being a fish trap climber standing 26 foot tall. 
This sculpted steel frame with an internal climbing net and stunning 
steel slides is an incredible sight to see. With two landing platforms 
sstationed throughout the climb and sporting slides at two different 
heights, this structure is one of the most inclusive and unique designs 
you will find in an outdoor retail environment.
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Contained Play 
Tower – This 26 foot
tall tower has two 
slides with a net 
climber inside that 
challenges kids in a 
sasafe environment.

Toddler Area – Sculpted GFRP play elements 
offer younger kids a chance to enjoy the play area. 

Activity Panels – Stationed within the themed fish shack, 
ocean inspired activity panels offer added enjoyment to
keep kids engaged and playing.
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PIP Flooring – Poured-in-Place safety flooring provides 
an added dimension of theming while meeting all ASTM 
standards for playground fall ratings.

Concrete Archway – 
The archway serves 
as a walkway where 
kids can climb up and 
oversee the park from 
an elevated view. 

GFRP – Glass Fiber Reinforced Polymer hard-coated outdoor 
play elements are extremely durable, UV-stable, and fade resistant.



Pirate Park

Location: Bellflower, CA
Theme: Pirate
Year: 2007

In July 2007, PLAYTIME designed and 
installed Pirate Park in downtown 
Bellflower to support the city’s 
revitalization project. This 4000 square
foot fully enclosed park features a pirate-
themed playground that includes a pirate 
shiship, fort, skull cave, climbing bridge, 
treasure chest, and more. Today, Pirate 
Park retains both its physical appeal 
and structural integrity. The durability 
of the play area can be attributed to the 
integration of GFRP in PLAYTIME’s 
design elements.
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Theming – Baseball bats, 
entrance greeters, and other 
Yankee elements scattered 
throughout the play area help 
enhance this immersive 
environment.

Oversize Baseball Cards –  These 
elements offer photo opportunities 
where families can feel like they are 
part of the Yankees’ storied history. 



Yankee Stadium

Location:  Bronx, NY
Theme: Yankees Champions
Year: 2017

The Kids Clubhouse at Yankee Stadium is 
outfitted with a variety of interactive and 
engaging activities for the Yankees’ youngest
fans. Yankees-inspired climbers, slides and 
tunnels are among the highlights of the 
space, which also provides shaded areas 
ffrom which families can enjoy engaging 
activities. Shaped like a mini-baseball field 
with a soft artificial surface, the 2,850 square-
foot area is located on the 300 Level in right 
field and is outfitted with Yankees-themed 
playground equipment, including oversized 
baseballs, bases and baseball cards.

Pitching Bullpen – 
PLAYTIME designed 
this bull pen area to 
give future Yankees a 
chance to hone in their 
strike zone against a life- 
sisize Yankees batter.
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Shade Sails – Installing shade structures over the outdoor 
play area delivers a range of benefits beyond UV protection 
and relief from the sun. Shade structures are a great aesthetic 
addition providing a bit of ambiance and style.

Abstract Design – Allows each child to use play 
elements to write their own story and engage in play 
that is independent from visual references of the world.



Woodbury Town Center

Location: Irvine, CA
Theme: Abstract
Year: 2015

Woodbury Town Center was looking for a design 
solution that would provide architectural accents 
but also produce a functional play environment. 
Delivering this successful project was a result of 
PLAYTIME’s ability to express and produce powerful 
visuals, helping to transform the dedicated space 
ininto something that was both appealing and 
functional.

Free-Form Play – PLAYTIME crafts an 
unstructured environment to foster free play 
and make believe, strengthening each child’s 
intellectual, social, and physical development. 
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GFRP – Glass Fiber Reinforced Polymer 
hard coated outdoor play elements are 
extremely durable, UV-stable, and fade 
resistant.



Secaucus Zoo Playground

Location: Secaucus, NJ
Theme: Zoo
Year: 2015

The town of Secaucus, NJ worked with PLAYTIME 
to create a zoo-themed outdoor playground for the 
town. The PLAYTIME products are manufactured 
using cutting edge GFRP rather than GFRC which 
has been a standard in the industry. The zoo-themed 
outdoor playground is rapidly becoming the most 
popular plpopular play destination in town.

More original than stairs or 
ladders, PLAYTIME’s creative 
climbers provide unique ways 
to get from one activity to another.

Custom Bridge – Using two custom designed and hand sculpted 
elements, a premier bridge was created where the path from one 
platform to another becomes an exciting adventure.
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LEGOLAND

Location: Winter Haven, FL
Theme: LEGOS
Year: 2016

LEGOLAND was seeking a way to 
entertain younger siblings right 
next to the entrances of the bigger 
rides so that a parent could play 
with them while the older family 
members were on big rides 
without splitting the without splitting the family up.

LEGO Plane – Big enough to fit two toddlers, the 
LEGO inspired plane lets kids imaginations soar.

Parent Seating – Comfortable parent seating with storage 
areas provides an opportunity to rest while the little ones play. 



Oversize LEGO Pieces – Hand sculpted 
and painted oversize LEGO pieces offer
children a chance to interact with the 
brand like never before.
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Castle Rock Park

Location: Castle Rock, CO
Theme: Nature
Year: 2018

The 10.5 foot tall tree stump element installed at Castle Rock Park showcases how 
PLAYTIME can make a big impact with a single feature. This structure provides 
free-form opportunities to climb and crawl for people of all ages. The semi-realistic 
style of this design blends in beautifully with the natural Colorado scenery and makes 
a big impact with a small footprint. Our GFRP outdoor products are lightweight, UV 
and fade resistant and hold up in even the harshest weather conditions.
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Family Star Montessori

Location: Denver, CO
Theme: Nature
Year: 2018

The stylized structures and elements at Family Star Montessori School showcase 
PLAYTIME’s expanding range of product capabilities. With tunnels, climbing 
opportunities, and tree-fort hideaways, children can engage in free-form play and 
allow their imaginations to explore. Designed to withstand the elements, this 
outdoor play area delivers whimsy and nature-based color to bring lasting 
creativity to the Family Star Montessori School.

Wood Panel Structures - This wood-
alternative material allows our structures 
to withstand the elements and avoid 
delivering splinters as opposed to
other wood play products. 
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Kids enthusiastically explore the 30 ft. yellow submarine that
extends through the front of the building into the waiting room.

Entrance Archway – The hand sculpted 
entrance archway welcomes families into 
the clinic capturing the imagination of 
children through discovery and play.

Themed Interior – 
Families discover a series 
of feature elements 
throughout the clinic, 
such as porthole-shaped 
custom digital aquariums
and suspended and suspended colorful 
sea life.



Pacific Pediatrics

Location: Woodburn, OR
Theme: Under the Sea
Year: 2016

This 8,600 square foot deep sea adventure inspired clinic is 
located in a wing of a former big box retail store. Walking 
through the doors of Pacific Pediatrics takes patients and 
their families through an underwater adventure they won’t 
soon forget. It was designed to provide easily accessible state-
of-the-art services while creating a clinic visit like no other. 
EEvery surface was thoughtfully designed to engage and 
provide positive distractions for patients to reduce the 
anxiety of a typical office visit.
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Photo Ops– Custom features 
designed specifically for a 
zoo environment create an 
atmosphere of immersive fun.

GFRP – Our Glass Fiber Reinforced 
Polymer elements are designed for
outside use and do not get hot to 
the touch or burn like bronze
alternatives. 



Innovative Zoo Design

Location: In Development
Theme: Visitor Experience Enhancements
Year: 2019

With the goal to increase visitors and dwell time at the zoo, 
PLAYTIME set out to create an entertainment destination 
pproven to differentiate the overall experience by using superior 
engaging elements. PLAYTIME’s collaborative process 
maximizes the customer journey for families by producing 
memorable activities and photo ops that help amplify the 
overall visitor experience.

EXHIBIT
ENTRANCE

Signage – PLAYTIME’s unique signage designs are lightweight, easy 
to install, and available at a fraction of the cost of a stone or metal 
sculpture.

Splash Pads – These water elements keep guests cool 
and happy, extending family dwell time. They offer 
something for guests of all ages and physical abilities. 
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Terra Collection- 
Park Design

Location: In Development
Theme: Rock Sculptures
Year: 2019

PLAYTIME’s in-house design experts have extensive experience 
working with landscape architects to create superior outdoor 
environments. The new Terra product line was designed to provide 
structures with realistic, natural looking attributes. In addition, Terra 
elements are lightweight, easy to install, and designed to meet or 
exceed applicable ASTM and CPSC Playground Safety Standards.

Playground Elements – Terra 
elements can provide a creative 
way to theme your space and 
enable imaginative, free-form play. 



GFRP– Our Glass Fiber Reinforced Polymer elements are designed 
for outside use and do not crack or chip like concrete alternatives.

Custom Designs – Elements from 
PLAYTIME’s Terra collection combine
inventive outdoor play with a natural 
environment vista.
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Minimal Infill – No black rubber crumb 
necessary. PLAYTIME turf uses only 
minimal amounts of silica sand for ballast, 
which greatly reduces maintenance requirements. 



Turf Collection- 
Outdoor Design Park

Location: In Development
Theme: Turf Play
Year: 2019

PLAYTIME is revolutionizing outdoor play through the use of artificial turf in play 
area surfacing and within play elements. With built in padding, kids can run, jump, 
kick, spin, and wrestle until their heart’s content without the worry parents have 
with traditional playground surfaces.  By utilizing artificial turf throughout the 
play area, common playground injuries are dramatically reduced with fewer kids 
needing to take a time out to recover from bumps and scrapes. 

Lasting Color – Bright color-fast yarns contain UV 
stabilization to resist fading from the sun.

Resiliency – Made using 100% nylon 
fibers for ultimate durability and long 
life span.
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Climbers – Fitted with interactive sprinklers toddlers 
can climb on the custom designs while enjoying water fun.



Typhoon Texas

Location: Katy, TX
Theme: Texas 
Year: 2016

With over 300 million gallons of water, 
the water park features more than 30 
slides, including a kid’s area, a lazy river 
which spans five football fields and a 
Texas size wave pool. PLAYTIME created 
the splash play areas that feature a mix 
of activities and plof activities and play elements that 
appeal to kids of all ages.

Water Walk with Net – A climbing net 
is suspended over the pool and floatable 
elements allow people to walk across 
the elements while keeping their balance.

Slides – Placed both on dry
land and in shallow wading 
areas, PLAYTIME water slides 
turn a toddler space into a 
world of magic.
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Branded Water Walk – Designed to 
look like popular Reese’s Peanut Butter 
Cups, the water walk offers a new way 
to interact with the Reese’s brand.



Hershey Lodge

Location: Hershey, PA
Theme: Hershey World 
Year: 2016

With the help of PLAYTIME, visitors to the Hershey Lodge in Hershey, PA 
get to enjoy 30,000 square feet of splashing good times featuring Twizzlers 
Twists water slides and Reese’s Water Walk. Fun interactive water features, 
including a zero entry pool, sand castle spray zone, lighthouse tipping bucket, 
and basketball hoops, provide water play fun all year round.

Climbing Net – Suspended over the pool and Reese’s floatable elements, 
the climbing net allows people to walk across the peanut butter cups while 
keeping their balance. 

Branded Column Supports – Four supporting 
columns covered in powder coating were created 
while staying true to the Reese’s brand. 
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Pirate Ship – This eye-catching pirate ship was created 
using UV-and chlorine-stable, abrasion resistant, HydroTuff  
coatings to reduce fading and chipping.

Spray Cannons – A fabulous feature for toddlers, 
fully functioning spray cannons are used for getting 
new friends wet.



Pirate Cove 
Water Park

Location: Council Bluffs, IA
Theme: Pirate Ship 
Year: 2012

Visitors to Pirate Cove Water Park in 
Council Bluffs, Iowa enjoy the park’s 
main feature, a large pirate ship, 
designed and built by PLAYTIME. The 
famous pirate ship has been bringing 
smiles to kids for years and is 
something the something the community looks 
forward to enjoying every summer.

Palm Tree – This hand sculpted theming 
element enhances the immersive play 
environment within the wadding pool area.
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Eastridge Rec Center

Location: Highlands Ranch, CO
Theme: Tree Frog 
Year: 2016

A key feature at the Eastridge Rec Center Pool, the friendly frog 
welcomes everyone to the pool! Constructed with exceptional 
smoothness and durability, the slide is placed in the wading 
area and provides an opportunity for parents and children to 
enjoy the pool amenities.

Custom Design – In addition to the 
custom sculpt and paint job, the grade 
of the frog tongue was specifically 
designed to match the grade of the pool. 

Slide Steps – All slide steps and transitions were 
given an anti-slip surface to reduce the risk of falls.



Sprayer Slide – Sprayers were added to the slide through use 
of a water line to provide an added slippery adventure on the 
way down.
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Elkhorn Resort

Location: Manitoba, Canada
Theme: Woodland 
Year: 2015

To help improve the aquatics facilities, especially in the summer months, 
the Elkhorn Resort partnered with PLAYTIME to create a challenging yet 
fun woodland themed water walk. The different shaped floatable elements 
have proven to be a big hit with kids and adults alike and has become a key
attraction within the newly re-designed water park area.

Floatable Elements – Designed to look like different types of 
logs, the water walk offers a challenging way to get from one 

side of the pool to the other while developing balance, problem 

solving, and other essential motor skills.
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Great Wolf Lodge

Location: Various U.S. Locations
Theme: Woodland 
Year: 2012 - Present

The fun never ends at Great Wolf Lodge. PLAYTIME has provided 
various Great Wolf Lodge locations throughout the United States 
with water play elements. Themed water walks and animal floatables 
add to the immersive environment Great Wolf Lodge creates 
throughout its resorts.

Floatable Elements - PLAYTIME floatable elements provide a sense 
of adventure while kids are in the pool. All floatables allow for 1 or 2 
anchor points embedded into the concrete floor.

Column Supports – Four supporting columns covered in 
powder coating were created to assist with stability when 
utilizing the overhead net.
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Hand Sculpted Features – PLAYTIME’s talented 
artists hand sculpt details of play elements to create 
a memorable, immersive environment.



Shipwreck Cove

Location: Duncan, SC
Theme: Pirate 
Year: 2009

Designer Aqua-Blue Pools tapped PLAYTIME to design, 
manufacture, and install all of the Town of Duncan’s waterpark 
splash pad elements, including a brightly colored pirate ship 
complete with ramp, steps, slides, a bridge, and a bird’s nest. 
PLAYTIME also created an island with three palm trees including
coconuts that spray water down at kids. Another unique 
“Sp“Spray Zone” element is the water wall, which looks like a big 
rock and is mounted on the side of the pool.

Palm Tree Climber – Children improve 
their motor skills and dexterity as they 
maneuver through this elevated play
element.

Abandoned Ship – While not a play element, 
this ship adds to the theme of the park while 
spraying people who are enjoying the lazy river.
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All of PLAYTIME’s creations are sculpted, coated, hand painted, and shipped out of our 
100,000 sq. ft. facility in Englewood, CO. Our play areas can be found on 6 continents, 
located in airports, amusement parks, water parks, museums, churches and religious 
centers, family entertainment centers, fitness facilities, resorts, and shopping centers. 
500,000+ kids and families EXPERIENCE PLAYTIME every day, all around the world.

THE MAGIC STARTS HERE
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At PLAYTIME our purpose is to make the world measurably 
better by positively impacting kids, families, and businesses 
through the experiences we create with our innovative 
designs. Visit playtime.com or give us a call at 303.662.0302 
to discuss your ideas for a custom play area in your location.

EXPERIENCE PLAYTIME



All of PLAYTIME’s creations are sculpted, coated, hand painted, and shipped out of our 
100,000 sq. ft. facility in Englewood, CO. Our play areas can be found on 6 out of 7 
continents, located in airports, amusement parks, water parks, museums, churches and 
religious centers, family entertainment centers, recreation and fitness facilities, resorts 
and hotels, and shopping centers. 500,000+ kids and families EXPERIENCE PLAYTIME 
every day.

The magic starts here
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playtime.com  |  303.662.0302
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